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**PC-950-05**
A case-control study of the differences in serum IFN-γ and IL-10 levels in tuberculosis-diabetes comorbidity patients and their controls
L Yuan, X Xiao, C Chen, Q Shu, WI Jiang, B Xu, Q Zhao *(China)*

**PC-951-05**
Integrated care for tuberculosis, HIV and diabetes in four public hospitals in two regions of Ethiopia
Dj Dare, N Demmelash, T Anteneh, I Jemal Abdulahi, Dr Habte, M Aseresa Melese, P G Suarez, G Sangiwa *(Ethiopia, USA)*

**PC-952-05**
Prevalence of diabetes mellitus among TB patients and impact of diabetes on treatment outcome: a field-based study under the program setting in India
R Thakur, Nisa Ahmed *(India)*

**PC-953-05**
TB and DM linkages campaigns: how beneficial is screening the people attending camps?
A Madhab, S Chadha, S Burugina Nagaraja, S Satapathy *(India)*

**PC-954-05**
Addressing TB-DM comorbidity in an urban setup: experience from Delhi, India
Ashw Khanna, P Kumar, S Chandra, B Neeti *(India)*

**PC-955-05**
High rates of previously known but poorly controlled diabetes among TB patients in Lima, Peru
C Ugarte-Gil, R Van Crevel, F Pearson, D Moore *(Peru, Netherlands, UK)*

**PC-956-05**
Mitochondrial mutations in diabetes and isoniazid treatment of tuberculosis
L Wangh, A Osborne, J.a. Sanchez, K.c. Hayes *(USA)*

**PC-957-05**
Chronic cavitary pulmonary aspergillosis is a common complication of pulmonary tuberculosis: results of a cross-sectional survey
I Page, N Onyachi, C Opira, J Opwonya, S Hosmane, S Sawyer, R Sawyer, M Richardson, D Denning *(UK)*